The East Rift Valley across between
Hualien and Taitung Counties.
It has unique natural scenic and landscapes,
rich diversity of indigenous
tribal villages ‘cultures specifically,
in eastern Taiwan.

Into the East Rift Valley
Overlooking the hundred-year terraces closest to the sky, enjoy the magnificent
scenery in the quiet mountains areas. Inspiring the Amis Tribal Village of "Mipaliu",
and experiencing the important value of traditional cultural and learning the
hardworking of the aboriginal people.
Into the East Rift Valley
Tasting nature gourmet from the tribal forest. Listen to aboriginal Amis songs, and
discovering the taste of organic wild vegetables, while learning traditional tribal
villages’ lifestyle and its culture. Following the footsteps of hunters, and enjoy the
rhythms of the forests that are in harmony with the nature closely.
Into the East Rift Valley
Listening to the music of harvest by wooden pestle instruments. Swaying and
singing all together for the joy of good harvest of millet. Sitting in the fields of the
tribe around with and the triangular stove, tasting the original home-made cuisines,
a finding way to home.
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Tafalong
Community
Bringing the harvest
to the kitchen

The Tafalong Community in Guangfu Township of Hualien County is working to
preserve and promote the Amis culture. On a large plain, on the south side of the
confluence of the Mataian and Guangf u rivers, grows red glutinous rice. This is an
important traditional crop which residents are working to market outside of their
community. They also cultivate paddy rice, daylilies and purple glutinous rice, as well
as harvest bamboo and rattan. At the nearby Guangfu Market can be found many
kinds of edible wild greens.
Its long history and culture are revealed in its traditional pottery, wood carving,
bamboo weaving, textile weaving and traditional handicrafts. Every year, the Harvest
Festival is held, which is a major event. Preparations begin at least two weeks in
advance, with mobilization of the males involved in the traditional age organization.
This is an opportunity to pass on cultural heritage.
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Edible wild greens market
tour
The Amis tribe has preserved much of its traditional knowledge regarding plant
use, including edible wild greens. Visit Guangfu Market with an expert. This is
where the largest selection of edible wild greens in Hualien can be found. You
can also see local residents buying food here.

Red glutinous rice
paddy picnic
Richly colored and delicious red glutinous rice is the star of this outdoor picnic.
Cooking is done outdoors and dishes also include smoked chicken and edible
wild greens. In addition, listen to traditional songs and learn how to make moichi,
a traditional sticky rice dessert.
* Indigenous cuisine meals are also available in the community.
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Traditional songs for
pestle and mortar
In the Amis language, moichi, a sticky rice dessert, is called “toron”. In the past,
this was only made on special occasions. Cooked rice is placed into wooden
mortar and continuously pounded with wooden pestle, to the rhythm of a
traditional song, until it becomes sticky.

Guided cultural tour
The Amis tribe has preserved much of its traditional knowledge regarding plant
use, including edible wild greens. Visit Guangfu Market with an expert. This is
where the largest selection of edible wild greens in Hualien can be found. You
can also see local residents buying food here.

Amis culinary arts
classroom
Red glutinous rice was steamed, or it was cooked to produce toron
(moichi). Currently, there is one harvest of red glutinous rice per
year, making it precious. In the Amis culinary arts classroom learn
the traditional stories of this grain, how it was traditionally cooked
and how it can be used to create innovative dishes.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
One-day red glutinous rice culinary experience :
Edible wild greens market tour > Amis culinary arts classroom >
guided cultural tour > red glutinous rice paddy picnic >
traditional songs for pestle and mortar
The Itinerary “Red glutinous rice paddy picnic” :
quota of people is 20-30, only in July
Itinerary 2
Half-day indigenous cuisine experience :
Guided cultural tour > Amis culinary arts classroom >
indigenous cuisine meal
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > 2 section Zhongzheng Road >
Futian 2nd St > Fu’ai St. > Tafalong community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line >
Guangfu Station > Taxi > Tafalong community
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Guangfu Station > Taxi > Tafalong community
Contact : Liu Yan-Ling 03-870-3419
Reservations must be made 7 days in advance
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Kunuan
Community
Walking through
forest,
listening to
traditional music

The Kunuan Community is located in Wanrong Township of Hualien County. It is the
only community of the Taki-vatan group of the Bunun tribe in this county. The Bunun
traditionally had a sharing culture and this spirit still exists in the hospitality of the
people.
Pestle music and traditional songs are some of the well-known features of this
community. In the past, millet was the staple grain of the Bunun. During the millet
harvest, the Bunun would go to each other’s fields to help with the work. It was at
that time that the sound of wooden pestles being used to husk this grain could be
heard and became associated with the joy of an abundant harvest. With the rhythms
of the pestle music comes the singing of traditional ballads. Learn from the elders of
this community as they introduce the traditional culture and life philosophies related
to a harmonious coexistence with nature.
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Ecotour
The twisted roots of a giant banyan tree that has been here for many, many
years brings to mind scenes from the movie Avatar. In another area, crystal-clear
river waters sparkle, revealing the respect of this community’s residents for the
environment. This is where they come to cool off in the summer.

Forest-based
pestle music banquet
According to legend, there were once two suns. This made the earth hot and dry.
A warrior struck one with an arrow and it became the moon. Under a banyan tree
enjoy a banquet made with traditional ingredients and listen to traditional songs
that form the rhythm for pounding of sticky rice to make a traditional dessert.
* Indigenous cuisine meals are also available in the community.
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Archery
Pick up a bow and arrow and experience being a Bunun warrior. After learning
traditional archery techniques, take aim at an image of a wild boar. Also, learn
about the important annual ceremony, the Ear Shooting Festival. This is an
opportunity for the Bunun to express their hunting spirit and to pass on their
cultural heritage.

Pestle music culture
Listen to the stories of the Bunun related to the planting and harvesting of crops
and the sounds and tones produced by pestles of different lengths.
Learn a traditional song and sway as you sing to express the joy of a bountiful
millet harvest.

Stories of the community
After learning a traditional Bunun children’s song, head to the elementary school
for a secret mission! Learn about the Bunun lifestyle, based on its traditional
calendar, including farming activities and ceremonies. The stories of this
community are passed on to the younger generations so that they will cherish
their history and remember their ancestors.

Sticky rice in bamboo tube
making experience
Millet and root crops were the staples of the Bunun diet. Sticky rice cooked in
bamboo tubes is one of this tribe’s representative foods. Learn from community
residents how to prepare bamboo tubes and fill them with sticky rice. Then, after
they are cooked enjoy the aroma and taste.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
One-day forest banquet and pestle music experience :
Pestle music culture > stories of the community > archery >
forest-based pestle music banquet > ecotour
The Itinerary “forest-based pestle music banquet” :
quota of people is 20-30, only on Saturday ( June – December ).
Itinerary 2
Half-day indigenous cuisine experience : Pestle music culture >
community guided tour > sticky rice in bamboo tube making
experience > indigenous cuisine meal > archery
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > Wanrong Township >
1 section Zhongzheng Road > Minyou Road > Kunuan community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line >
Ruisui Station > Taxi > Kunuan community
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Ruisui Station > Taxi > Kunuan community
Contact : Jiang A-Guang 0928-868271
Reservations must be made 10 days in advance
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Ceroh
Community
Small farms,
big dreams

The Ceroh Community is located in Yuli Town of Hualien County along the Xiuguluan
River and picturesque County Road 193. Its residents include indigenous Amis and
Han Chinese. The three main crops of this community are paddy rice, arrowroot and
bamboo shoots.
A group of farmers has formed a team named Alida 86 (Mipaliu) to promote the
community’s agricultural products and tourism, with Mipaliu referring to the harvest
period in the Amis language. During harvest time, residents help one another
to finish their work, in the spirit of the traditional division of labor of the Amis
people. The members of this team reflect on the values of the traditional culture
and economy and put them into practice. With a respect for nature, they place
importance on every aspect of farming from cultivation of crops to the dining table.
They also share a love of and big dreams for their hometown.
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Guided cultural tour
With a community guide, start at the local police station, through which the
Tropic of Cancer passes. Then, sit under a large tree where the late Chi Po-Lin,
director of the documentary Beyond Beauty: Taiwan from Above, once met with
residents during filming. Finally, enter the community and experience its culture.

Giant footprint
in paddy banquet
A large footprint has been created in a rice paddy, and this has become the site
for outdoor banquets. Here, you can taste the natural flavors of locally grown
foods including paddy rice, arrowroot and bamboo shoots. Through cuisine, a
door is opened onto the lifestyle and culture of the Ceroh Community.
* Indigenous cuisine meals are also available in the community.
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Net fishing experience
The Ceroh Community is located in the middle reaches of the Xiuguluan
River and visitors can experience traditional Amis net fishing. This river
is often jokingly referred to as a natural “refrigerator”, as it provides
food year-round. Gathering of edible wild greens and aquatic plants was
once a common activity.

Farming experience
Bamboo shoots are called “Kingtol” in the Amis language. They grow in the Coastal
Mountain Range where they are harvested from June to October. Arrowroot, a
natural thickening agent, is referred to as “Alida” and is harvested from November
to April. Different experiences and foods are available depending on the season.

Lover’s bag DIY
Lover’s bags are worn during traditional Amis ceremonies. In this community,
they have been transformed into a daily accessor y. Af ter listening to an
introduction of their cultural background, work in small groups to make them.
This is not only a handicraft making experience, but also an opportunity for
interaction and exchange.

Grain art DIY
Color ful grains are used to create ar t work s that ser ve to promote this
community’s agricultural products. This has become a specialty activity of this
community. Beautiful images can be produced by layering locally grown red rice,
purple glutinous rice, millet, white rice and brown rice.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
One-day paddy banquet experience : Guided cultural tour > farming
experience > giant footprint in paddy banquet > net fishing experience >
grain art DIY > edible wild greens-based afternoon tea
The Itinerary “giant footprint in paddy banquet” :
quota of people is 30-40,only during May - December.
Itinerary 2
Half-day indigenous cuisine experience :
Guided cultural tour > grain art DIY > indigenous cuisine meal >
lover’s bag DIY > net fishing experience
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > Yuli Township > 1 section Zhongzheng North Road
> 193 County Highway > Ceroh community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line >
Ruisui Station > Hualien Bus 1135 >
Chuenr Station(Ceroh community)
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Ruisui Station > Hualien Bus 1135 >
Chuenr Station (Ceroh community)
Contact : Huang Yu-Hui 0919-322737
Reservations must be made 14 days in advance
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Cilamitay
Community
Exploring Cilamitay’s
beauty and culture

The Cilamitay Community is located in Hualien County’s Fuli Township. In 2012, it
became part of the Ciharaay Cultural Landscape, which includes more than 1,000
hectares of irrigation canals, rice terraces, secondary and riverside forests, fruit
orchards and ponds, as well as the Cilamitay and Ciharaay communities.
In the indigenous Amis language, Cilamatay means “large tree roots”. Residents
include indigenous Amis and Bunun, as well as Han Chinese. On hillsides, they have
developed terraced rice paddies. To the north are the crystal-clear waters of the
Shicuogou River, once teeming with Taitung river loach and goby. The Amis refer to
both as “hara”, from where Ciharaay gets its name. After the local elementary school
was closed, its buildings were transformed into the Yi Qi Ha La Base from where
residents pass on cultural heritage, provide insights on local life and promote local
industries and foods.
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Amis fishing methods
Living along a river, the Amis developed various methods for fishing. These
include the use of nets, striking the surface of the water with Formosan palm
leaves and using metal cans strung together to create noise. Which is the most
effective? Come and find out for yourself.

Amis rice
terrace picnic
Amid the tranquility of rice terraces that rise up toward the sky, enjoy an Amis culinary
experience, including wild greens and traditional pickled pork. These are complimented
with locally grown rice that can be formed into balls. Also try innovative dishes such as
round eggplant and salty egg custard and rice cake egg salad.
* Indigenous cuisine meals are also available in the community.
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Community guided tour
The Cilamitay Community possesses steep cliffs and secluded river gorge. In
addition to viewing these unique landscapes, hear the stories of its residents
and experience their energy at the community’s dance grounds. At Yi Qi Ha La
Base learn how neglected school buildings were transformed into a place for
passing on cultural heritage.

Historic irrigation canals
The Shicuogou River is the only water source in Ciharaay. To be able to irrigate the
fields, early peoples traversed the steep terrain to carve out canals from the rock
using simple tools and rattan vines as safety ropes. Help to maintaining these
century old canals by removing leaves and other debris.

Rice terraces
The beautiful rice terraces symbolize the coexistence
between this indigenous communit y and nature. Here,
organic rice is grown and populations of Taitung river loach
(called “hara” in the Amis language) have been restored.
Enjoy the scenery along with afternoon tea of dishes made
from locally grown rice.
* Afternoon tea must be reserved in advance.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
One-day Amis rice terrace and culinary experience :
Community guided tour > rice terraces > historic irrigation canals >
Amis fishing methods > Amis rice terrace culinary experience >
Yi Qi Ha La Base
The Itinerary “Amis rice terrace culinary experience” :
quota of people is 16-30.
Itinerary 2
Half-day indigenous cuisine experience : Community guided tour >
rice terraces > historic irrigation canals > indigenous cuisine meal
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > Fuli Township > Zhongshan Road >
Donghe-Fuli Highway > Cilamitay community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line > Fuli Station >
Taxi > Cilamitay community
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Fuli Station > Taxi > Cilamitay community
Contact : 03-883-1768
Reservations must be made 14 days in advance
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Kamcing
Community
Millet and
Bunun musical traditions
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The Kamcing Community is situated on a mountain
slope in Haiduan Township of Taitung Count y.
Among fields of millet is grown Formosan quinoa.
When viewed from a distance, they appear as
beautiful terraces of inter woven gold and red
spikes.

The founder of the Kaiana Workshop, Hu Tian-Guo,
overcame many difficulties to revive millet growing
in the community and to research millet-based
food traditions. The elders of this community are
happy to once again taste traditional millet-based
foods.

The Kaiana Workshop was established in this
beautiful community with the mission of passing
on cultural heritage and preserving traditions. It
offers one-day and half-day itineraries that feature
introductions to the traditional Bunun calendar,
millet-based indigenous cuisine, and plant dyeing
techniques. Ever y ef for t is made to welcome
visitors and to promote tourism to the community.

I n 19 4 3 , J a p a n e s e m u s i c o l o g i s t , Ta k a t o m a
Kurosawa, heard the singing of Pasibutbut (Prayer
for a Bountiful Millet Harvest). This community is
often referred to as the home of Pasibutbut, as
it was the first place it was recorded. To preserve
B unun music t radi t ions , Hu e s t ablishe d t he
Kamcing Bunun choir in the hope that Bunun
traditional songs can once again be heard amon
the millet fields.
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Millet experience
Millet was a traditional staple grain of the Bunun tribe and millet porridge was
once a common dish in Bunun homes. This dish symbolized the tribe’s sharing
culture. It was prepared in a large pot and each person had a spoon, which they
would use to eat the porridge together. Eating together made the porridge taste
even better. The processing of millet includes threshing and husking. Experience
the unique feeling of kneading bunches of millet with your bare feet.

Millet and swing picnic
Spending quality time with family is at the core of this Kamcing Community-designed picnic
that incorporates the flavors of Bunun home cooking.
A swing set symbolizes carefree times of outdoor fun, during which family bonds are
strengthened through love. Abundant local ingredients are appropriately used to create millet
porridge wrapped in shellflower leaves, deep-fried Formosan quinoa leaves, edible ferns, stirfried pork with taro stems and Bunun-style pickled vegetables. Each dish is delicious and calls
on diners to cherish what they have, to share and to spend quality time with their loved ones.
* In addition to the millet and swing picnic, this community provides indigenous cuisine meals.
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Tree bark
cloth making
Tree bark is a commonly used traditional material among the Austronesian
peoples. Bark is obtained from the paper mulberry tree and repeatedly
struck with a mallet to make containers and clothing. Ibu, the daughter of
Kaiana Workshop’s founder, studies the uses of traditional plants, including
ramie, bamboo and rattan for weaving, natural plant dyes and paper
mulberry bark. She seeks to reinterpret the applications of traditional
plants in the context of modern life. Experience the traditional way of
processing paper mulberry bark.

Bunun traditional calendar
The Bunun tribe is the only indigenous tribe in Taiwan to have developed a work
calendar with icons for various activities related to the growing of millet. Each
family created its own calendar and icons to represent different activities, such
as planting millet, tilling the soil and weeding. These calendars also included
important rites and ceremonies, such as the Ear Shooting Festival. At the Kaiana
Workshop, Hu Tian-Guo introduces the traditional Bunun calendar drawn on tree
bark cloth.

Three-stone hearth building
Traditionally, it was thought that once land had been used to grow millet, it would no longer
be fertile. So, crop rotation methods were used in the cultivation of millet. In the past, when
males were out hunting, they would look for new land to grow millet. Once they found a
suitable plot, they would build a hearth of three stones to symbolize ownership. During the
millet and swing picnic, experience the fun of building a traditional three-stone hearth.

Searching for treasures
in a Mama jinjiao’s
Formosan quinoa leaves, sweet potato leaves, pumpkins, prickly ash leaves, and bittercress
are some of the treasures that can be found in Mama Jinjiao’s garden. This garden is filled
with many pleasant surprises including edible plants growing on trees and along the ground.
They can be cooked with meat to make a tasty soup. Experience gathering fresh ingredients
for the dining table.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
Millet and swing picnic one-day tour :
Tree bark cloth making > three-stone hearth building >
millet and swing picnic > Bunun traditional calendar >
searching for treasures in a mother’s garden > millet experience
The Itinerary “Millet and swing picnic” : quota of people is 20-30.
Itinerary 2
Indigenous cuisine half-day tour :
Bunun traditional calendar >
millet experience > millet-based indigenous cuisine
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > Guanshan Township > Minquan Road >
East 8-1 County Highway > Kamcing community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line > Guanshan Station >
Taxi > Kamcing community
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Guanshan Station > Taxi > Kamcing community
Contact : Hu Yu-Ru 0989-527192
Reservations must be made 14 days in advance
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Sanungung
Community
Traditional songs
and hunting culture

The Sanungung Community, through which the Luye and Luliao rivers flow, is located
in Yanping Township of Taitung County. Most of its residents are of the indigenous
Bunun tribe. The traditional Bunun calendar recorded the important work and
ceremonies of each season. For example, the most well-known ceremony is the Ear
Shooting Festival, during which hunters give thanks to the animals they have hunted
for providing food and pass down the Bunun culture to the children.
Uninang is used to express thanks in the Bunun language. Hu Ming-Zhi and his wife
Wang Mei-Hua returned to this community to search for their roots and established
the Uninang Taluhan Workshop, which offers cultural tours that include learning
traditional hunting and gathering knowledge, cooking outdoors and listening to the
songs and stories of the Bunun. Guests can also opt to stay overnight in a traditional
structure.
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Hunter’s path guided tour
Hunters climb Yongling Mountain on their way to their hunting grounds. Before
setting out, they worship the ancestral spirits with a respectful and sincere
attitude. Along a path used by hunters, learn about traps made from slate and
animal tracks, as well as traditional plant dyes and plant materials for weaving
baskets.

Hunter’s outdoor dining table
From Yongling Mountain are panoramic views of the East Rift Valley. Here, listen to the stories
of the Bunun tribe and sample traditional ingredients including taro root, sweet potatoes,
pigeon peas, millet and corn. Also, gather around a fire to grill pieces of pork, just as Bunun
hunters once did.
* Indigenous cuisine meals are also available in the community.
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Traditional report on
hunting achievements
Hunters returning to the community would form a circle to report on
their achievements in four-syllable rhythms. Women and others standing
outside the circle would respond with joy. During this traditional activity,
younger generations observed the hunters’ spirit and blood lines were
revealed to avoid marriages among relatives.

Prayer for
a Bountiful Millet Harvest
Pasibutbut (Prayer for a Bountiful Millet Harvest) is a well-known example of
polyphonic singing. It is a traditional prayer for blessings that is part of the Bunun
culture. A group of men forms a circle, with each producing a sound that mimics
that found in nature to create a unique harmony.

Turmeric moichi making
The Bunun are very hospitable. They produce moichi using pestle and mortar to welcome
friends. To glutinous rice is added the traditional staple grain, millet, as well as turmeric, a
more recent crop that is claimed to have health benefits. This creates a unique flavor. Visitors
can also experience making moichi.

Bunun hunting experience
In addition to finding their way through mountain forests, hunters had to be skilled at using
a spear. They would obtain a bamboo pole and sharpen it to a tip to which they applied
natural plant poisons. Bows and arrows were also important weapons. In the Sanungung
Community, test your archery and spear-throwing skills.
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Reservations
Itinerary 1
One-day hunter’s outdoor dining table experience :
Hunter’s path guided tour > Bunun hunting experience >
hunter’s outdoor dining table > Prayer for a Bountiful Millet Harvest >
traditional report on hunting achievements > turmeric moichi making
The Itinerary “hunter’s outdoor dining table” : quota of people is 20-30.
Itinerary 2
Half-day indigenous cuisine experience :
Bunun hunting experience > Prayer for a Bountiful Millet Harvest >
traditional report on hunting achievements > indigenous cuisine buffet
Traffic
By Car
Provincial Highway No. 9 > Yanping Township > Yongle Road >
Sanungung community
By Train
From Taipei : Taipei Station > Eastern mainline Line >
Luye Station > Taxi > Sanungung community
From Kaohsiung : Kaohsiung Station > South link Line >
Luye Station > Taxi > Sanungung community
Contact : Wang Zhu Xiao-Xian 0988-815808
Reservations must be made 15 days in advance
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Into the East Rift Valley,
explore your brand new senses.

East Rift Valley
National Scenic Area
Taste of Native Cuisines The Journey to Tribal Villages
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